
   

ABSTRACT 

The master thesis consists of an introduction, __ chapters, a conclusion, a list of 

references with __ names, __ applications and contains __ drawings, __ tables. The full 

volume of the master thesisis __ pages, applications - __ pages. 

Relevance of the topic. Development of methods for the purification and utilization 

of radioactive waste that will contribute to reducing the technological load on the 

environment and will significantly increase the operational life of energy blocks. 

Relationship of work with scientific programs, plans, themes. 

The master thesis was performed at the National Technical University of Ukraine 

"Kiev Polytechnic Institute named after Igor Sikorsky" and the state institution "Institute 

of Environmental Geochemistry of the National Academy of Ukraine" according to the 

plan of scientific research works of the department of cybernetics of chemical-

technological processes. 

The purpose of the study is to: use computer experiments to investigate the process 

of purification of liquid radioactive waste based on the ion-selective method. 

To solve the task, it is necessary to choose the most effective variant of the 

technological scheme, which will ensure the best cleaning. Perform calculations of the 

constituent devices of the circuit and choose the best parameters. 

To achieve this goal, the following research objectives were formulated: 

1. To study the sorption of Co and Mn radionuclides on different sorbents; 

2. Develop a technological scheme for the process of purification of liquid 

radioactive waste; 

3. Draw up a structural analysis of the technological scheme and calculate its 

material balances; 

4. To carry out calculation of material balances of technological scheme of the 

process of liquid-radioactive waste treatment in Chemcad 6.3 and Matlab Simulink 

environments; 

5. Develop a web-project based on master's work, which will contain basic 

information about the work and carry out calculations of material balances. 



   

The object of the study are models of the technological scheme for neutralizing 

liquid radioactive waste by the method of ion-selective purification and comparing its 

effectiveness with the methods of neutralizing liquid radioactive waste on the basis of 

evaporation, bituminization and cementing processes. 

The subject of the study is a computer - integrated system for modeling the process 

of neutralization of liquid radioactive waste by the ion - selective method. 

Research methods: mathematical modeling and computer experiments with 

variants of the technological scheme. 

Scientific novelty of the results. The most significant scientific results of the 

master's thesis is the improvement of the principle technological scheme by increasing 

the efficiency of the ejector. 

The practical value of the results is determined by the fact that the proposed 

technological solution and technology in accordance with the technological scheme for 

ensuring the best quality of cleaning. 

Approbation of the dissertation results. The main provisions of the work were 

reported and discussed at 4 conferences. 

Publications. Scientific provisions of the dissertation are published in 6 papers. 
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